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Follicular thyroid lesions: is there a discriminatory potential in the computerized nuclear analysis?
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Abstract

Background: Computerized image analysis seems to represent a promising diagnostic possibility for thyroid tumors. Our aim was to evaluate the discriminatory diagnostic efficiency of computerized image analysis of cell nuclei from histological materials of follicular tumors.

Methods: We studied paraffin-embedded materials from 42 follicular adenomas (FA), 47 follicular variants of papillary carcinomas (FVPC) and 20 follicular carcinomas (FC) by the software ImageJ. Based on the nuclear morphometry and chromatin texture, the samples were classified as FA, FC or FVPC using the Classification and Regression Trees method.

Results: We observed high diagnostic sensitivity and specificity rates (FVPC: 89.4% and 100%; FC: 95.0% and 92.1%; FA: 90.5 and 95.5%, respectively). When the tumors were compared by pairs (FC vs FA, FVPC vs FA), 100% of the cases were classified correctly.

Conclusion: The computerized image analysis of nuclear features showed to be a useful diagnostic support tool for the histological differentiation between follicular adenomas, follicular variants of papillary carcinomas and follicular carcinomas.

Introduction

The differential diagnosis of thyroid follicular lesions includes both benign tumors, such as follicular adenoma (FA) and malignant tumors, such as follicular carcinoma (FC) and follicular variant of papillary carcinoma (FVPC). This diagnosis can be difficult, especially considering FA and FC, in which the distinction depends on detecting vascular and/or capsular invasion and demands thorough evaluation of the histological material (1). Thus, both incomplete lesion excision, lacking a sample of the infiltrated tumor capsule portion, and the extra time required to assess the entire tumor extension hinder the differential diagnosis between FA and FC (2) and can make it unfeasible.

Changes in nuclear morphometry and chromatin texture are classically described by pathologists as factors that differentiate normal tissues from neoplasms.
Morphological analysis of cell nuclei by histology may provide data about cellular physiology and contribute to the establishment of the diagnosis and prognosis of neoplastic lesions (3). Computerized image analysis is an objective and highly reproducible tool in daily practice and has proven to be a promising resource for assessing thyroid lesions. More widely used for assessing histological material (1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10), computerized image analysis enables the detection of very subtle nuclear changes (11), whose investigation could also provide data for cytological material analysis (11, 12, 13).

However, specifically for follicular-patterned tumors, nuclear parameters that can correctly differentiate malignant from benign lesions have not yet been established. This could be partly due to the small number of samples analyzed in previous studies, to absence of normalization of the results by nuclear dimension and to the assessment of few nuclear parameters (1, 11, 13). Hence, the objective of this study was to evaluate the discriminatory diagnostic efficiency of computerized image analysis of cell nuclei in histological materials obtained from FA, FC and FVPC.

### Materials and methods

#### Design, patients and histological material processing

This cross-sectional study used computerized image analysis to compare the nuclear morphometry and chromatin texture features of thyroid tumor tissues and healthy thyroid tissue (Fig. 1) and to assess its diagnostic accuracy. When making models using machine learning methods, overfitting should always be considered. Therefore, the ideal in those cases would be to evaluate a large sample and to divide it into a training group, which develops the evaluation algorithm, and a validation group, which applies the developed algorithm and measures its performance. This is a preliminary study, in which the training was carried out resulting in the development of the algorithm to be validated later.

Stored histological materials of 103 patients with histopathological diagnoses of FA, FC and FVPC were analyzed. The patients had undergone total thyroidectomy between 1993 and 2016 at the Clinics Hospital of Botucatu School of Medicine. The study population was first characterized by gender and age. Next, two experienced pathologists (MEAM and CCO) assessed the thyroid tissue to confirm the diagnoses based on histopathological parameters (14). A total of 109 tumors from 103 patients were included: 42 FA, 47 FVPC and 20 FC (six patients presented two lesions: five had FA and FVPC and one had FA and FC). Tissue adjacent to the benign tumors (FA) was used as representing normal thyroid tissue (NT). Three micron sections were cut from paraffin-embedded representative tissue samples and stained with hematoxylin-eosin (HE).

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Botucatu School of Medicine – Unesp – under protocol number 635,459, issued on May 05, 2014.

#### Image acquisition

The slides were scanned and photographed (43× magnification; PANORAMIC MIDI II – 3D Histech, Japan; [http://3dhistech.com/pannoramic_midi](http://3dhistech.com/pannoramic_midi)) and numbered randomly. Two to three photos were captured...
from each slide. Thyroid neoplasms may be quite heterogeneous and choosing a slide area to photograph could result in different nuclear representativeness. Therefore, the photographs were captured from the most representative areas presenting a higher number of nuclei, and the best photo of each slide was chosen to be analyzed, based on the judgment of two experienced pathologists (MEAM and CCO).

### Image analysis

The images were analyzed by two researchers who did not know the histopathological diagnosis of the samples (blind analysis). The diameters of the tumors in each slide were measured in centimeters, and the nuclei were analyzed by the free software ImageJ (http://imagej.net/Downloads). The software turns color images into black and white images containing 256 shades of gray (16 bits), which allows better analysis of chromatin compaction and eliminates color-based differences between the samples (10). The nuclei in the edited photographs were manually selected and analyzed individually. Agglomerated or overlapping nuclei were excluded. A pilot study determined the minimum number of nuclei that should be analyzed in each photograph – anything above that minimum would not affect the results of the statistical analysis. Sixty nuclei per photograph would be sufficient (data not shown) based on a standard error of 5% for each variable. Thus, a total of 9060 nuclei were assessed, including the NT samples.

For each selected nucleus, the program provides a list of morphometric and texture parameters, allowing the user to select the parameters of interest for nuclear assessment (16). We also calculated secondary indicators (variation coefficients) related to these parameters. Hence, morphometric assessment included: area, perimeters, circularity, larger diameter (Feret), ratio between larger and smaller diameter (Aspect Ratio, AR), index area per Feret, ratio between perimeter and area (P/A), ratio between area and Feret (area/Feret) and index perimeter/area. The selected texture features were mean and median gray intensity (expressed in a scale of 256 shades of gray, in which higher numbers mean lighter nuclei: 0 = black; 255 = white), standard deviation of gray intensity (STDEV), roughness (RA), regularity of nuclear membrane (Round), solidity, fractal dimension (Fractal), entropy and ratio between gray intensity and area (gray intensity/area). The calculated secondary indicators were coefficient of variation (CV) of area, CV-Mean Intensity, CV-STDEV, CV-Perimeter, CV-Circularity, CV-Feret, CV-Median intensity, CV-AR, CV-Round, CV-Solidity, CV-Fractal, CV-Entropy, CV-Perimeter/area and CV-RA. The software expressed these parameters as pixels, which were later transformed into microns.

### Comparison and classification of the tumors

The tumor and the healthy thyroid tissues were initially compared for morphometric and textural aspects of chromatin. Later, tumors with histological diagnoses of FA, FC and FVPC were analyzed for these nuclear parameters with the Classification and Regression Trees (CRT) method, which provided a reclassification for them. The diagnosis provided by the CRT was then compared to the histological diagnosis, thus evaluating the method's ability to correctly classify these lesions. Since the major doubt when facing a follicular pattern tumor resides in differentiating benign from malignant lesions, the tumors were also analyzed by pairs (malign vs benign: FC vs FA, FVPC vs FA).

### Statistical analysis

The frequencies of females by tumor diagnosis were compared by the chi-square test. The patients’ ages, greater tumor diameter and nuclear parameters were expressed as medians and quartiles (p25–p75) and compared by the Kruskal–Wallis test. Based on the study nuclear features, the tumors were reclassified by the CRT method and twoing algorithm (impurity measure). This statistical method constructs a tree model, with predictive character of the data, that starts from a root and branches out, from nodes that use cut-offs for the parameters analyzed, provided by the model itself (17). The sensitivity, specificity and area under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) were calculated for each tumor to determine the validity of the classification method. The various nuclear morphometric and texture parameters were also correlated with greater tumor diameter using Spearman’s rho coefficient. The software IBM SPSS/Windows (version 22) performed all statistical analyses using a significance level of 5%.

### Results

FC patients were older ($P=0.04$) than FVPC patients and their tumors had larger diameters ($P=0.001$) than FVPC. The FA did not differ from the other tumors in these parameters. No significant differences were present...
Table 1  General data of 109 tumors in 103 patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>FA</th>
<th>FVPC</th>
<th>FC</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients* (n)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women (n (%) )</td>
<td>34 (94.4%)</td>
<td>44 (93.6%)</td>
<td>15 (75.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>54 (44; 60)b</td>
<td>52 (39; 59)b</td>
<td>61 (46; 73)b</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger diameter (cm)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.2; 3.5)b</td>
<td>1.5 (1.3)a</td>
<td>3.5 (3; 4.2)b</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Only the worst diagnosis was considered. †Median (25th percentile, 75th percentile). Statistical test: Kruskal–Wallis. Different letters mean statistical difference (b>a; P<0.05).

FA, follicular adenoma; FC, follicular carcinoma; FVPC, follicular variant of papillary carcinoma.

Concerning the gender distribution according to diagnosis (P<0.41) (Table 1). Tumor diameter was not associated with the study morphometric and texture parameters (Supplementary Table 1, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article), except for the CV-STDEV parameters, which were weakly negatively correlated (r=-0.24; P=0.02). Therefore, the results were not corrected by tumor diameter.

All the studied primary nuclear parameters differed significantly (P<0.05) (Table 2 and Supplementary Table 2) between the different lesions, but not the secondary indicators (variation coefficients) CV-Area (P=0.08), CV-STDEV (P=0.24), CV-Feret (P=0.22), and CV-AR (P=0.05) (Supplementary Table 2).

When the nuclear parameters of the three tumors were analyzed by the CRT regression model (Fig. 2) based on the CV-RA parameters, the resulting global classification matched the actual diagnoses in 90.8% of the cases, with sensitivities of 95, 90.5 and 89.4% for FC, FA and FVPC, respectively (Supplementary Table 3). The specificities and AUC were 92.1–100% and 0.93–0.95, respectively (Table 3). When only FC and FA were analyzed, correct global classification was achieved for 100% of the tumors (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 4). Likewise, when only FVPC and FA were analyzed, correct global classification was also achieved for 100% of the cases (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 5).

Table 2  Morphometric and textural primary parameters, according to the histological material evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Histopathologic material*</th>
<th>p**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (µm²)</td>
<td>40 (34.77; 46.2)</td>
<td>44.91 (38.15; 55.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean gray intensity¹</td>
<td>59.1 (53.05; 65.26)</td>
<td>55.35 (45.53; 68.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STDEV</td>
<td>41.15 (36.6; 45.1)</td>
<td>34.6 (29.31; 41.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter (µm)</td>
<td>24.38 (23.15; 26.82)</td>
<td>26.59 (24.17; 29.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circularity</td>
<td>0.85 (0.8; 0.87)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.8; 0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feret (µm)</td>
<td>8.74 (8.35; 9.85)</td>
<td>9.31 (8.73; 10.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median gray intensity¹</td>
<td>47 (39; 53.5)</td>
<td>43.25 (38; 58.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>1.38 (1.27; 1.46)</td>
<td>1.27 (1.24; 1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round</td>
<td>0.73 (0.68; 0.78)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.72; 0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidity</td>
<td>0.93 (0.92; 0.94)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.92; 0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractal</td>
<td>2.36 (2.33; 2.38)</td>
<td>2.39 (2.36; 2.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>5.27 (4.76; 7.53)</td>
<td>4.68 (2.27; 5.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter/area (µm)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.58; 0.66)</td>
<td>0.58 (0.53; 0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>130.9 (124.4; 142.2)</td>
<td>133.8 (121.6; 152.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area/feret (µm)</td>
<td>4.52 (4.11; 4.79)</td>
<td>4.93 (4.36; 5.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray intensity/area (unidades/µm²)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.12; 0.16)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.1; 0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Median (percentile 25; percentile 75). †Significant differences (between the four groups): P<0.05; statistical test: Kruskal–Wallis. ‡Expressed in a scale of 256 shades of gray, in which higher numbers mean lighter nuclei (0 = black; 255 = white).

Discussion

Numerous studies have attempted to determine an efficient and accurate diagnostic method for follicular-patterned thyroid nodules (2). One of the techniques that has been used for this purpose is computerized image analysis of cell nuclei (4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21), which has proven promising but not entirely conclusive.

This preliminary study uses computerized image analysis of cell nuclei and a classification method, which proved capable of correctly identifying high percentages of FA, FC and FVPC by image analysis obtained from the histological materials. Assessment of these three follicular-patterned tumors enabled us to correctly globally classify more than 90% of the cases. Additionally, high sensitivities (between 89.4% and 95%),
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specificities (between 92.1% and 100%) and AUC (between 0.93 and 0.95) were obtained when the assessment method was used for classifying tumor type. Given the diagnostic uncertainty between FC and FA (2), we analyzed the validity of the classification method for these two tumors and correctly diagnosed 100% of the samples. Similarly, when only FVPC and FA were assessed, 100% of the samples were classified correctly.

Other studies that used computerized nuclear image analysis to assess thyroid tumors reported correct global classification rates of 62–100% (1, 5). The reasons for classification rate variability may involve the sample size, the number and type of the nuclear parameters evaluated and the interference of other factors, such as those related to the tumors studied. Indeed, small sample sizes and assessment of few nuclear parameters may affect the results (1). The present study assessed 109 tumors, a reasonably robust number, and 33 nuclear parameters, including morphometric and texture features, and secondary nuclear indicators, which enabled more accurate analysis of each nucleus, and consequently, of each tumor. Apparently, the rate of correct tumor diagnosis increases with the number of studied parameters (7, 11).

Some nuclear parameters included in the present study have already been used by other authors and proved promising for the final characterization of the various follicular lesions (4, 5, 8, 19, 22). Nonetheless, studies using secondary indicators (CV) were not found. In the present study, secondary indicators contributed to the high percentages of correct classification in the CRT regression model. Other problems that could affect the results are the inclusion of high tumor subtype diversity and disregarding the factor tumor size, that is, not correcting nuclear parameters by size (1, 7, 11), which could limit the usefulness of the method to lesions of certain diameters (11, 13). The present study assessed only follicular-patterned tumors. Although FCs had greater diameters, tumor dimension was not associated with nuclear parameters, suggesting that tumor size does not influence nuclear variables. Thus, our results suggest that the method may be used in thyroid tumors regardless of their dimensions.

Table 3  Validity of the use of computed nuclear morphology analysis, with the Classification and Regression Trees (CRT) analysis, as a classificatory method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumors</th>
<th>FA</th>
<th>FVPC</th>
<th>FC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (%)</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (%)</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV (%)</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV (%)</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area under the ROC curve</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FA, follicular adenomas; FC, follicular carcinomas; FVPC, follicular variant of papillary carcinoma; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.

Figure 2
Classification by the method Classification and Regression Trees (CRT), with algorithm of twoing, of the follicular adenomas (FA), follicular carcinomas (FC) and follicular variant of papillary carcinomas (FVPC), from the evaluated nuclear parameters. The numbers and letters of the flow chart are explained in the table. AR, Aspect Ratio; CV, coefficient of variation; DX, diagnosis; RA, roughness; PERIM, Perimeter; STDEV, standard deviation of gray intensity.
This study has some limitations. A first limitation would be the applicability of the technique, which is somewhat time demanding as it requires nuclear image analysis. However, the time required for such task varies between individuals and decreases with experience, until it plateaus at about 30 min per case in our experience. This study’s results could encourage the development of automated systems to optimize slide selection time and analysis. Another limitation would be the size of trees and number of knots resulting from CRT model analysis. Large trees may not be useful and may be associated with overfitting, thereby providing no explanatory power. However, the trees presented here could be considered only of moderate size. Moreover, as distinguishing tumors through pathological characteristics is difficult, it is expected that the variables originated from those characteristics might also be difficult to evaluate, which involves a greater number of knots. Another limitation regards the sample size, which could still be considered not large enough, although other studies have already obtained meaningful results with even smaller sample sizes (1).

In conclusion, computerized image analysis of nuclear features showed to be a promising diagnostic support tool for the histological differentiation between FA, FC and FVPC, with high sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, this inexpensive, reproducible and operator-independent method might represent a valuable diagnostic support tool for the assessment of follicular-patterned tumors and particularly, for differentiating FA from FC. However, due to the considerations and limitations mentioned above, the preliminary results presented in this study should yet be validated, and then confirmed by independent groups. Moreover, other studies are needed to assess the applicability of these findings in cytological materials with indeterminate diagnosis.

Figure 3
Classification by the method Classification and Regression Trees (CRT), with algorithm of twoing, of the follicular adenomas (FA) and follicular carcinomas (FC), from the evaluated nuclear parameters. The numbers and letters of the flow chart are explained in the table. AR, Aspect Ratio; CIRC, circularity; CV, coefficient of variation; DX, diagnosis; PERIM, perimeter.
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